short reports on current research
by students, faculty, and researchers in the computer and information sciences
abstracts only are required/deadline for submission of abstracts is 15 november 1976

invited state of the art papers
luncheon for department chairpersons
employment register
book displays

technical symposium of
acm special interest group on computer science education (sigcse)
marriott hotel on 2-3 february 1977

for additional information on csc 77 write to
vladimir slamecka/chairperson csc 77
or philip h. enslow jr./vice chairperson csc 77
school of information and computer science
georgia institute of technology
atlanta/georgia 30332

for additional information on the employment register at csc 77 write to
orrin e. taulbee
department of computer science
university of pittsburgh
pittsburgh/pennsylvania 15260